THE COMPANY
Metrus is a Not-for-proﬁt Private Social Services Organization founded by
Companhia do Metropolitano de São Paulo (Brazilian Sao Paulo city subway service).
Metrus goal is to provide health and social services to Metro (Subway) employees
and their families. These supplement the services provided by the brazilian State,
helping to ensure the health and wellbeing of Metrus beneﬁciaries. The Sao Paulo
Subway operates since 1974. It was used by 1,1 million passengers in 2012.

INCREASED FIRST CALL RESOLUTION AND BETTER CUSTOMER SERVICE MANAGEMENT
By 2010, increased demand for Metrus services generated a need for more resources,
bigger teams and higher quality service, so Metrus upgraded and extended its Altitude
solution, increasing the number of positions to 30 and adding more IVR’s , while improving
the ability to report and measure customer
service

performance.
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more, better quality information on contact
center and customer service performance
as one of Altitude uCI solutions best
advantages.
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possible to evaluate productivity and
service quality on our contact center”
states Metrus President of the Board.
Besides generating an increase in demand
and on revenue from services, the Altitude
solution also provided more ﬂexibility,
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disadvantaged groups by scheduling presential service while providing customer history,
enabling personalized service. “Performance indicators have consistently improved. General
information requests are dealt with in less time” states Mr. Mazzeo.

The Metrus President explains that, despite the fact that the focus of Metrus Altitude
solution is on inbound, it also enables outbound campaigns and call back services. “The
solution not only services an increasing number of contacts and requests. It also enables the
services to return calls and follow-up on requests, guaranteeing security and compliance”.
“Altitude solutions enabled big improvements in contact center performance and customer
satisfaction at Metrus. The Altitude uCI solution has a great track record in adjusting to
business goals and delivering operational and business results in a wide range of situations”
states Elaine Ferreira, Altitude Vice President for Latin America.
Going forward, Metrus goals are to extend the contact center and presential service
processes and success to the rest of the Metrus organization. A future implementation of the
Altitude uCI8 solution can extend the workﬂow processes and management control of
response times to more departments in the organization.

PROJECT
Standardize, manage and control customer service to over 30.000 social services beneﬁciaries
Standardized system for presential service scheduling, enabling a customized service
Automate, prioritize and organize customer service by issues and by audience, while Metrus
created specialized customer service teams
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